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The Quicklaw™ service provides the information you need. Unparalleled content coupled with powerful features and functionality give you efficient access to cases, tribunal decisions, legislation, current awareness services, and an expanding collection of authoritative secondary and analytical sources. With Quicklaw, you gain access to the premier collection of Canadian and international primary and secondary content.

Now provided as part of the Quicklaw collection, Halsbury’s® Laws of Canada online* is the definitive general reference to Canadian statutory and judicial law. Upon completion in 2010, Halsbury’s will cover more than 100 subject areas in approximately 70 hardcover volumes. See page 3 to learn about the 32 volumes now available on Quicklaw. For an update on Halsbury’s titles now available in print, please see the list on page 11.

We’re pleased to announce The Canada Digest, a new, indispensable research tool on Quicklaw that enables convenient searching through case summaries using a browsable taxonomy. The Canada Digest organizes more than 800,000 case digests/summaries of court and tribunal cases into 52 areas of law. Turn to page 4 to learn about the starting point for primary law research for users in all areas of practice.

Quicklaw also provides the opportunity to access the most comprehensive collection of international primary and secondary legal content, including case law, legislation and case citators from the United Kingdom, the United States, Australia and New Zealand. Gain a global perspective on your area of practice with leading international sources in securities law, tax law, intellectual property law, and labour and employment law, and browse or search our International Forms & Precedents Collection. See page 7 for details.

We’re delighted to announce the upcoming launch of LexisNexis® Cost Recovery Manager, a new tool that pays for itself by helping your firm recover all appropriate billable costs. Learn more on page 8 about how your firm will be able to manage client validation, tracking and reporting more effectively. And turn to page 21 for the latest information about other LexisNexis® services that can help your firm succeed in the business and practice of law—including advanced tools to streamline litigation workflow in a difficult economy and the PCLaw™ billing and accounting software, used by 9,000+ Canadian law firms.

For French-language researchers, JurisClasseur Québec is the new essential source of judicial know-how in Quebec and Canada. Inspired by the classic JurisClasseur in France that brings a 100-year tradition of excellence, the JurisClasseur Québec encyclopedia is an authoritative and expansive body of work written by authors from Quebec and completely adapted to the needs of every legal professional. The first few volumes of JurisClasseur Québec are now available; see page 12 for more information.

Whether you need to expand your law library; power your research with improved functionality; tap into the broadest collection available of legal, news and business resources; or help your firm run more efficiently and effectively in today’s challenging environment, LexisNexis can help you work with confidence. As always, we look forward to your feedback and your ideas on how we can serve you better.
HALSBURY’S LAWS OF CANADA ONLINE

Now available on Quicklaw, the Halsbury’s Laws of Canada* online collection is the definitive general reference to Canadian statutory and judicial law. It is an encyclopaedic research tool, and its jurisdiction-specific commentary provides a complete analysis of the black letter of the law.

Covering over 100 subject areas in approximately 70 hardcover volumes (upon completion in 2010), Halsbury’s Laws of Canada is the authoritative reference of choice for Canadian legal professionals.

Features of this legal classic include:

- A comprehensive summary that offers an organized and authoritative reference, delivering the key elements of the law in each of the logically selected subject areas
- A black-letter statement of the law that provides definitive legal information focusing on the law as it stands today without opinion or commentary, and without archival case law or outdated statutory references that don’t illuminate or add value
- National scope and jurisdiction-specific commentary that provides a complete and integrated analysis
- Advanced research tools that present information in compact portions for easy navigation through the subject matter, yet detailed enough to show the larger context
- A Browse feature that provides an alternative to Boolean searching—simply drill down through headings and subheadings of the table of contents to browse the contents of a particular source

Available Volumes:

- Access to Information and Privacy (Power)
- Administrative Law (Régimbald)
- Business Corporations I and Business Corporations II (McGuinness)
- Cemeteries and Interment (Nemet-Brown)
- Charities, Associations and Not-for-Profit Organizations (Bourgeois)
- Civil Procedure I and Civil Procedure II (Abrams, McGuinness, Brecher)
- Communications (Handa, Janda, Johnston, Morgan)
- Conflict of Laws (Walker)
- Construction (Glaholt, Rotterdam)
- Contracts (Swan, Adamski)
- Criminal Offences and Defences (Gold)
- Criminal Procedure (Gold)
- Discrimination and Human Rights (Ray-Ellis)
- Employment (England)
- Environment (Lucas, Cotton)
- Holidays (Morin)
- Hospitality (Morin)
- Hunting and Fishing (Brecher)
- Immigration and Citizenship (Waldman)
- Income Tax (Corporate) (Krishna)
- Income Tax (General) (Krishna)
- Legal Profession (Sossin, Adamski)
- Media and Postal Communications (Ferdinand, Brecher)
- Medicine and Health (Ferdinand)
- Negligence (Linden, Feldthusen)
- Patents, Trade Secrets and Industrial Designs (Hughes and Clarizio)
- Personal Property and Secured Transactions (MacDougall)
- Planning and Zoning (Buholzer)
- Securities (MacLellan)
- Torts (Linden, Feldthusen)
- Trade-marks, Passing Off and Unfair Competition (Hughes and Ashton)
- Wills and Estates (MacKenzie)

For a complete listing of upcoming topics visit: www.lexisnexis.ca/en/halsburys-online

For an update on our Halsbury’s Laws of Canada print collection, see page 11.
The Canada Digest is an essential research tool that enables practitioners, researchers, articling students and law students to conveniently search through case summaries using a browsable taxonomy.

Over 800,000 case digests/summaries of both court and tribunal cases are organized into 52 areas of law, making The Canada Digest the starting point for primary law research for users in all areas of practice. It is an especially beneficial starting point for those who are looking for case law dealing with a specific subject or legal issue, or who need to conduct research in an area of law that might not be particularly familiar to them.

Features include:

- **Consistent Classification System** — The sources contain digests of both court and tribunal decisions that have been uniformly classified using our bilingual LexisNexis® classification system, making searches straightforward and reliable.

- **Browse Feature** — With a browse feature, this research tool provides an alternative to Boolean searching. Simply drill down through headings and subheadings of the table of contents to find relevant groups of digests under your subject of interest and quickly locate cases on point. Or search with our easy, flexible and convenient search template—specially designed to optimize topical digest research, found under the Court Cases search subtab.

- **Hyperlinking** — Case citations are hyperlinked to the full-text version of each decision and to the decision in the other official language when available.

The Canada Digest offers **seven bilingual titles pertaining to federal topics** with links to cases in the other language:

- **Canada Copyright Digest / Abrégé de jurisprudence – Droit d’auteur**
- **Canada Information Technology Digest / Abrégé de jurisprudence – Technologies de l’information**
- **Canada Patents Digest / Abrégé de jurisprudence – Brevets**
- **Canada Trade-marks Digest / Abrégé de jurisprudence – Marques de commerce**
- **Canada Employment Insurance Digest / Abrégé de jurisprudence – Assurance-emploi**
- **Canada Immigration Digest / Abrégé de jurisprudence – Immigration**
- **Canada Pensions and Old Age Security Digest / Abrégé de jurisprudence – Régimes de retraite et pensions**

Four Ways of Searching in The Canada Digest

1. **Find a Source** box under the **Home** search subtab:

2. **My Bookshelf** list under the **Home** search subtab:

3. **Find a Source** box under the **Source Directory** tab:

4. **Canada Digest** link under the **Court Cases** search subtab:
Areas of Law Covered

- Aboriginal law
- Administrative law
- Alternative dispute resolution
- Banking and finance law
- Bankruptcy and insolvency law
- Civil evidence
- Civil procedure
- Commercial law
- Conflict of laws
- Constitutional law
- Construction law
- Contracts
- Copyright law
- Corporations, partnerships and associations law
- Creditors and debtors law
- Criminal law
- Damages
- Education law
- Employment insurance
- Employment law
- Environmental law
- Family law
- Government law
- Health law
- Human rights law
- Immigration law
- Information technology law
- Insurance law
- International law
- Labour arbitration
- Labour law
- Landlord and tenant law
- Legal profession
- Limitation of actions
- Maritime and admiralty law
- Media and communications law
- Municipal law
- Natural resources law
- Patents
- Pensions and benefits
- Professional responsibility
- Real property law
- Securities regulation
- Sports and entertainment law
- Statutory interpretation
- Taxation
- Tort law
- Trademarks law
- Transportation law
- Wills, estates and trusts law
- Workplace health, safety and compensation law
- Wrongful dismissal

Labour Practice on LexisNexis® QuickLaw™

LabourPractice™ is a powerful legal research tool that will provide labour law practitioners with all of the resources they need to protect the rights and assert the interests of their clients.

Features include:

- Exclusive source of Butterworths® authoritative commentary on all aspects of labour law, and analytical materials and benchmark treatises of general practice:
  - Collective Agreement Arbitration in Canada, 4th Edition
  - Canadian Collective Bargaining Law, 2nd Edition
  - Administrative Law in Canada
  - Canadian Contract Law
  - Canadian Conflict of Laws, 6th Edition
  - The Law of Evidence in Canada, 2nd Edition, with supplement
  - Labour Arbitration Xpress
- Comprehensive and current collections from The Canada Digest and governing statutes pertaining to labour law and pensions
- All pertinent federal and provincial legislation, topical case law and an unparalleled collection of board and tribunal decisions
- Set up the LabourPractice page as your home page and keep the information you need right at your fingertips
QUICKFIND™ WITH AUTO LINK

The QuickFind productivity tool* is designed to help lawyers, law firms and legal departments save research time by delivering case law and statute documents from Quicklaw to a desktop in seconds.

• Save the time, effort and cost of searching for and copying cases and legislation cited in documents — QuickFind retrieves or notes up case law and legislation cited in your firm’s collection of electronic resources such as word-processing documents, email messages, web pages and PDF documents directly from your desktop or intranet database.

• Automatically link your working documents to the vast collection of documents on Quicklaw with ease, speed and precision — View or print full-text cases, case summaries, section versions of Canadian statutes, QuickCITE™ Case Citator records, QuickCITE™ Statute Citator records, Canadian law journals and reviews, U.S. cases, and U.S. law journals and reviews on Quicklaw.

• Archive your very own list of previously searched citations — QuickFind lets you print and store previously searched citations in the History List for future case retrieval or noting up.

• Keep track of your QuickFind usage for billing purposes — The LexisNexis® PowerInvoice™ service helps you keep track of the billing for each client.

QuickFind comes with an add-on tool called Auto Link—provided at no additional charge. Auto Link securely scans documents you submit for citations and embeds links to the full-text decisions or statutes on Quicklaw.

• Enhance the value of your law firm’s intranet, document database and other electronic resources.

• Increase your efficiency by eliminating the need to exchange copies of cases or statutes cited in internal documents.

To download the QuickFind and Auto Link software free of charge, visit: www.lexisnexis.ca/en/support/downloads

LEXISNEXIS CANADA TO OFFER THREE NEW QUICKLAW™ PRODUCTS

LexisNexis® Quicklaw™ Full Service
(Available August 1, 2009) will help your firm’s researchers, partners and students to zero in on the information they need to cover all the bases of legal research. Full Service will include the full collection of primary case law and legislation, the QuickCITE Case Citator and the QuickCITE Statute Citator, The Canada Digest, Canadian Legal Words & Phrases, domestic and international journals, The Canada Quantums, forms and precedents, news and business sources, indexes, and the entire collection of Halsbury’s Laws of Canada.

• The case law collection is comprehensive back to 1970 and includes cases dating as far back as the early 1800s.

• Halsbury’s Laws of Canada covers 112 topics of law and the online updates are included with your subscription price.

• The Canada Digest includes over 800,000 case digests going as far back as 1563 and is updated weekly.

• With over one million citation records, the QuickCITE Case Citator gives you and your lawyers the confidence needed to serve clients.

LexisNexis® Quicklaw™ Full Service International
(Available August 1, 2009) will provide your firm with primary content beyond the borders of Canada. Full Service International will meet your firm’s needs, with the full collection of cases from the United States and the oldest case reporters from the United Kingdom. It will also include the Shepard’s® and CaseSearch case citators. You will be able to easily find the features and content you are looking for by using the NEW International search form on Quicklaw.

LexisNexis® Quicklaw™ Library
(Available October 1, 2009) will leave nothing out. Library will contain the largest collection of international and domestic primary law on the market. Your firm will get all of the collections available in Full Service as mentioned above PLUS all the domestic secondary content collections covering the topics of law that your firm’s practice groups need: corporate/commercial, securities, IP, and labour and employment.
INTERNATIONAL SECURITIES LAW SOURCES ON QUICKLAW™

The international securities collection on Quicklaw provides the resources you need to meet the demands of this fast-changing practice.

- A premium collection of Matthew Bender® commentary on securities and a selection of international content from the United States, the United Kingdom, France, Australia and New Zealand provide access to international case law, regulations and commentary for securities specialists and associates.
- The commentary from Matthew Bender relates predominantly to U.S. practice which, of course, has enormous influence on securities issues in Canada and internationally.
- Included are compliance checklists and reviews of U.S. federal and state securities requirements and interpretations. Review SEC releases as well as expert analytical materials and guidance.

Sources include:
- SEC Filings – Full-Text & Abstracts (U.S.)
- Commercial Finance Guide (U.S.)
- Regulation of Investment Companies (U.S.)
- Securities Enforcement: Counseling and Defense (U.S.)
- Securities Law Techniques (U.S.)
- Securities Primary Law Sourcebook (U.S.)
- Taxation of Securities Transactions (U.S.)
- All Subscribed FSA Handbooks Sources (U.K.)

For a complete listing of sources and for more information, contact your Account Executive.

INTERNATIONAL TAX LAW SOURCES ON QUICKLAW™

The leading international tax sources on Quicklaw provide a global perspective on tax law, making it an essential research tool in today’s commercial and tax law firms. This premium collection provides access to case law, legislation and commentary to support those practices. The commentary, exclusive to LexisNexis, provides practical analysis and insight from Matthew Bender analytical content and Butterworths U.K. bibles like Simon’s and Tolley’s titles.

Sources include:
- International Tax Law Reports (U.K., international)
- IRS Actions on Decisions (U.S.)
- Federal Tax Practice and Procedure (U.S.)
- Tolley’s Company Law Handbook (U.K.)
- Simon’s Tax Cases (U.K.)
- Tolley’s Tax Guide 2008–09 (U.K.)
- Current Tax Cases (U.K.)
- Tolley’s Tax Cases (U.K.)
- Tolley’s VAT Cases (U.K.)

For a complete listing of sources and for more information, contact your Account Executive.

INTERNATIONAL INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW SOURCES ON QUICKLAW™

Intellectual property practice is becoming increasingly global—this enormous collection provides access to international case law, legislation and commentary to facilitate that practice. It includes a premium collection of international IP commentary, forms and specialized law reports. The commentary package includes the works of leading IP practitioners in the key jurisdictions.

Sources include:
- All Global IP Law (international, group source)
- Intellectual Property Treaties (U.S.)
- Chisum on Patents (U.S.)
- Baxter World Patent Law (U.S.)
- JCl. Brevets (France)
- Nimmer on Copyright (U.S.)
- International Copyright Law and Practice (E.U., international)
- JCl. Propriété Littéraire et Artistique (France)
- Gilson on Trademarks (U.S.)
- Morcom, Roughton & Malynicz: The Modern Law of Trade Marks (U.K.)
- World Trademark Law and Practice (international)
• JCl. Marques – Dessins et Modèles (France)
• World Intellectual Property Organization Domain Decisions (international)

For a complete listing of sources and for more information, contact your Account Executive.

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR AND EMPLOYMENT LAW SOURCES ON QUICKLAW™*

Labour and employment issues are integrally connected to business and trade. Stay ahead of the curve while understanding the labour and employment laws with key publications from Mealey’s™, Matthew Bender and other international sources.

Sources include:
• State Labor and Employment Cases (U.S.)
• Department of Labor ERISA Opinion Letters (U.S.)
• Current Legal Forms for Labor and Employment (U.S.)
• Tolley’s Employment Law Service (U.K.)
• Harvey on Industrial Relations & Employment Law Cases (U.K.)

For a complete listing of sources and for more information, contact your Account Executive.

INTERNATIONAL FORMS & PRECEDENTS COLLECTION

Available under the Forms search subtab, the new International Forms & Precedents search form provides Quicklaw users with the ability to browse or search the three new International Forms & Precedents collections:

• Warren’s Forms of Agreements™ (U.S.) — Consists of numerous well-defined and well-prefaced forms covering nearly every transaction that a solicitor will encounter in a business practice. The set serves as both a legal reference resource and a valuable drafting tool. Each chapter contains introductory material that provides legal and practical background information pertaining to the particular subject, followed by complete forms and specific clauses. Topics covered include business organizations, computer agreements, real estate, commercial loans and intellectual property.
• Atkin’s Court Forms™ (U.K.) — Provides you with an unrivalled collection of the main procedural documents required in every civil proceeding before the courts and judicial tribunals of England and Wales.
  ◦ Expert commentary provides guidance on general and specialist court procedures
  ◦ Over 10,000 forms and precedents, compliant with Civil Procedure Rules and fully annotated, are available online
  ◦ Drafted in a concise, modern and authoritative manner
• Encyclopaedia of Forms and Precedents™ (U.K.) — The most comprehensive source of transactional precedents in the United Kingdom, the Encyclopaedia covers almost every topic that both the specialist and non-specialist lawyer, in non-contentious fields of practice, are likely to encounter. It contains an unrivalled collection of 12,000 forms and precedents including drafting notes, alternate clauses and official forms, all accessible from a single research tool.

LEXISNEXIS® COST RECOVERY MANAGER

Integrate client validation and research tracking and reporting functions

Now you can get it ALL back. LexisNexis Cost Recovery Manager can help you maximize your cost-recovery efforts by helping you manage client validation, tracking and reporting more effectively. It’s easy to install, easy to use and will pay for itself by helping you recover all appropriate billable costs.

Quick and reliable client validation

If your firm requires you to enter a valid client identifier when you do online research, you won’t have to search for the identifiers again. Now you can validate client matters by pulling current client names, numbers and matter listings directly from your firm’s time and billing system. Eliminate hours of guesswork while billing your clients more accurately for online legal research.

• Easy to use — Perform three simple steps to ensure accurate billing information.
• Accurate — Access the information directly from your own billing system.
• Time-saving — Find the information you need without having to leave your desk.
• Cost-effective — Recover a higher percentage of your billable costs.

Convenient toolbar consolidates functions

After you install the Cost Recovery Manager, a LexisNexis® toolbar will be available in Internet Explorer® to validate your clients and matters on your system. The toolbar contains all the features required for the day-to-day use of Cost Recovery Manager.

• Recent Clients and Matters — Quickly select a client and matter for which you have recently performed research.
• Set Client — Validate against your client matter database to specify and track a client or matter for which to perform research, or specify a different timekeeper.
• Timer Options — Pause and resume timing your research, or stop and restart the timer.
• Program Options — Access the Admin page, configure the system to display custom reports and handle password management to auto-fill user-level logins and input fields on service sites.

Validate clients on multiple online services

Cost Recovery Manager can be integrated with both LexisNexis and Westlaw® Web, as well as any other web service. It can also be used to validate other fee-based or free web research services, such as BNA®, CCH®, RIA®, PACER and more.

Law firm administrators can maintain the database of services for which they choose to enforce validation of client identification, matter identification and timekeeper numbers.

Tracking and reporting functions expand LexisNexis Cost Recovery Manager capabilities

The research reporting and tracking capability of Cost Recovery Manager will allow you to track and produce reports that will tell you:

• Services accessed
• Who accessed the service
• The duration of research
• The client
• The matter
• Timekeeper information
• Date of research and other relevant data

Capture non-billable activities

Monitoring non-billable activities can be a challenge in managing your firm’s online research costs. Users may enter an invalid client number or tend not to pass charges on to a particular client.

Cost Recovery Manager can help you effectively manage your non-billable activity by setting up your firm as a non-billable client in your billing table.

For more information, contact your Account Executive.

NEW QUICKLAW™ ENHANCEMENTS

We’ve added these new features and improvements since May 2008

• Create a Custom Practice Area Page feature
• New sign-in option for existing Client ID
• International sources on Practice Area pages
• Enhanced “Forgot Your Password?” feature — Create a new password more quickly than before

NEWS & COMPANIES ON QUICKLAW™*

Tap into the broadest collection of news and business sources available online to gather business intelligence

Instantly access over 12,000 of the most influential Canadian and global newspapers, newswires, trade and industry publications, magazines, and radio and television transcripts**, including The Globe and Mail™, the National Post™, The Wall Street Journal® and The New York Times®. The following collections are available:

• Canadian News (subscription)
• Canadian and International News (subscription)
• Transactional News and Company

For a complete list of sources available, visit: www.lexisnexis.ca/en/news-companies
• New Home search subtab
• Enhanced Practice Area pages
• News Power Search form
• QuickFind™ productivity tool now links to the enhanced Quicklaw
• International search subtab
• Copy Link icon provides deep-linking capabilities
• Improved visibility of “What’s New” graphic link — Takes users directly to the most recent news and enhancement information about Quicklaw

We’ve added or enhanced these sources since May 2008
• All Canadian Legal Literature Indexes (group source)
• All U.K. Cases
• LexisNexis® Commercial Law NetLetter™
• Bulletin LexisNexis® Infractions criminelles
• Bulletin LexisNexis® Droit criminel et Charte
• Bulletin LexisNexis® Procédure pénale
• Bulletin LexisNexis® Conduite avec facultés affaiblies
• Bulletin LexisNexis® Détermination de la peine
• Indigenous Law Journal
• LexisNexis® Supreme Court of Canada NetLetter™
• The Practitioner’s Criminal Code, 2009 Edition, with supplement (Gold)
• Résumés de décisions québécoises (summaries of Quebec tribunal decisions)
• Canada Public Service Staffing Tribunal Decisions
• Ontario Securities Commission – Regulatory Materials
• The Practitioner’s Criminal Precedents, 2nd Edition (Gold)
• Alberta Energy Resources Conservation Board and Alberta Utilities Commission Decisions (formerly Alberta Energy and Utilities Board Decisions)
• Ontario Landlord and Tenant Board (formerly Ontario Rental Housing Tribunal Decisions)
• Refugee Law (Jones, Baglay)
• Mergers, Acquisitions and Other Changes of Corporate Control (Nicholls)
• Canadian Legal Words & Phrases (legislative terms and legal maxims added)
• Administrative Law in Canada, 4th Edition (Blake)
• LexisNexis® Creditors and Debtors Law NetLetter™
• LexisNexis® Franchise Law NetLetter™

OTHER RECENT LEXISNEXIS® ENHANCEMENTS

Lexis®
• Quick Search feature — The answer for the “just want to search” method of searching, and appealing to younger associates as well as other researchers who aren’t familiar with the sources associated with their topic

LexisNexis® TotalPatent™
• 22 full-text patent authorities — To help you easily see the claims within the patent
• Original- or English-language searching — Using the English machine translation feature to search and retrieve answer sets in English will help you quickly and easily determine whether or not the patent is on point
• Compressed, searchable, multi-page and bookmarked PDF images

LexisNexis® Publisher
• Newsletter customization features — Display the newsletter’s Table of Contents panel in various locations, and specify the text you would like to display in the Subject line of the newsletter distribution email
• New look and feel to the user guide
• Date sorting for user-created documents
HALSBURY’S® LAWS OF CANADA (PRINT)

A comprehensive commentary on the law—from A to Z

Covering over 100 subject areas (in approximately 70 hardcover volumes upon completion in 2010), Halsbury’s Laws of Canada is the authoritative reference of choice for Canadian legal professionals.

Each volume is divided into alphabetically arranged topic titles that make it convenient to use and allows for quick and easy research into any topic. Written by Canada’s leading legal minds, and enhanced with a user-friendly format and a variety of useful research tools, this powerful and comprehensive research tool is the foundational resource for every law library with a Canadian collection, in Canada or around the world.

Published Volumes (as of March 1, 2009)

- Access to Information and Privacy
- Administrative Law
- Business Corporations I
- Business Corporations II
- Cemeteries and Interment / Charities, Associations and Not-For-Profit Organizations
- Civil Procedure I
- Civil Procedure II
- Communications
- Conflict of Laws
- Construction
- Contracts
- Criminal Offences and Defences
- Criminal Procedure
- Discrimination and Human Rights
- Employment
- Environment
- Holidays / Hospitality / Hunting and Fishing
- Immigration and Citizenship
- Income Tax (Corporate)
- Income Tax (General)
- Legal Profession
- Media and Postal Communications / Medicine and Health
- Negligence
- Patents, Trade Secrets and Industrial Designs
- Personal Property and Secured Transactions
- Planning and Zoning
- Securities
- Torts
- Trade-Marks, Passing Off and Unfair Competition
- Wills and Estates

Forthcoming Titles in 2009 and 2010 (Approx. 40 volumes)

- Aboriginal Law
- Absentees
- Alternative Dispute Resolution
- Animals
- Annuities, Pensions and Retirement Benefits
- Athletics / Aviation and Space
- Banking and Finance
- Bankruptcy and Insolvency
- Betting, Gaming and Lotteries
- Bills of Exchange and Negotiable Instruments
- Boundaries and Surveys
- Commercial Law
- Commodity, Education and Property Taxes
- Competition and Foreign Investment
- Computer Law
- Condominiums and Cooperatives
- Constitutional and Charter Law
- Copyright
- Coroners
- Crown and Public Authorities
- Customs and Excise
- Damages
- Debtors and Creditors
- Defamation
- Drugs and Controlled Substances
- Education Law
- Elections and Legislatures
- Equitable Remedies
- Expropriation
- Extradition and Mutual Legal Assistance
- Family Law
- Firearms, Weapons and Dangerous Goods
- Food and Agriculture Law
- Franchise Law
- Gifts
- Income Tax (International)
Now Quebec legal professionals can gain access to the first few volumes of JurisClasseur Québec, the first-ever encyclopedia of Quebec and Canadian law.

- **Century-Old Editorial Know-How** — For over 100 years, the diverse encyclopedia JurisClasseur, published by LexisNexis France, has been the essential reference in terms of judicial documentation. The success of this colossal work relies entirely on a rich tradition of excellence from its authors and content.

- **A Proven Method and Adapted Approach to Quebec and Canadian Law** — JurisClasseur Québec, an encyclopedia inspired by the classic JurisClasseur from France, brings an authoritative and expansive scope of work to Quebec’s judicial community. Written by authors from Quebec, JurisClasseur Québec is completely adapted to the needs of every legal professional.

- **An Exceptional and Carefully Selected Team of Authors** — Quebec’s leading academic alumnae, experienced practitioners, and up-and-coming young authors—we have united the best to write the first and only French-language encyclopedia of Quebec and Canadian law.

- **Relevant, Concise and Topical Information** — In Quebec, as elsewhere, the proliferation of information and information channels makes it difficult to retrieve the information that is most useful and most worthwhile in the day-to-day practice of law. The JurisClasseur Québec encyclopedia is designed to meet the need for a synthesis of the essential elements of current substantive law. Its content relies on information that is relevant, concise and topical.

- **Fundamental Coverage in Major Areas of Practice: Civil Law, Employment Law, Criminal Law, Business Law and Public Law** — Published titles will cover the major law topics, including civil law, criminal law, business law, employment law and public law. Each topic will have its own collection, and each book can be purchased separately. Valuable discounts are available when purchasing an area-of-practice collection or for the complete JurisClasseur Québec encyclopedia.
Innovative Works Designed to Meet the Needs and Realities of Current Law Practice in Quebec

Here is how the JurisClasseur Québec encyclopedia distinguishes itself from other doctrinal works published in Quebec:

- **One Subject, One Volume** — Each collection consists of a set of volumes on a particular subject. Each volume is written by one or two authors.

- **Synthesis of Current Substantive Law** — The collection synthesizes the essential elements of law, enabling you to quickly find solutions to legal problems. Historical references are omitted, except when they are utterly essential to understanding current law.

- **Relevant, Useful and Concise** — These are the key content elements. The editing criteria are simplicity of expression, conciseness and information usefulness. Of the massive amounts of information available, only the most useful and relevant information has been selected, which accounts for the encyclopedia’s added value.

- **Topical Information** — The information contained in the JurisClasseur is updated at least once a year to reflect recent legislative changes, case law and doctrine.

- **Tips, Warnings and Examples** — The authors use prominent headings and comments to dispense their advice and clearly inform you of the pitfalls to be avoided. One or more brief examples illustrate the notion being expounded.

- **Titles and Tools for Easier Consultation** — Each volume contains specific elements designed to make consultation easier:
  - **Key Points** — Found at the beginning of each volume, the key points summarize the salient legal principles and provide a quick overview of the basic content.
  - **Table of Contents** — Each volume has a detailed table of contents, with references to the specific paragraph numbers.
  - **Fine Index** — A fine index at the front of each volume allows you to quickly locate information on a specific subject.
  - **Numbered Paragraphs with Descriptive Titles** — All paragraphs are numbered, for specific referencing. Each paragraph bears a descriptive title allowing the subject matter to be identified at a glance.
  - **Bibliography** — A list of current doctrine is provided at the end of each volume.

- **Uniform Structure for All Volumes** — All volumes have a uniform presentation and structure, greatly facilitating research and consultation of the collections published in JurisClasseur Québec.

---

**JurisClasseur Québec Collections**

- **Civil Law Collection—8 Volumes**
  - *Coming in Fall 2008 and Spring 2009*
  - Obligations and civil liability
  - Evidence and prescription
  - Property and publication of rights

  The other volumes in this collection will be published in 2009 and 2010.

- **Employment Law Collection—2 Volumes**
  - *Starting in 2009*
  - Individual and collective labour relations
  - Occupational health and safety

- **Criminal Law Collection—2 Volumes**
  - *Starting in 2009*
  - General criminal law
  - Criminal evidence and procedure

- **Business Law Collection—4 Volumes**
  - *Starting in 2009*
  - Corporate law
  - Other publications

- **Public Law Collection—4 Volumes**

Subscribe today! Purchase by volume, order one of the above collections, or subscribe to the entire encyclopedia.

- **$125** per volume, with obligation to subscribe to all volumes in the encyclopedia (approx. 20 volumes) • ISBN: 9780433456575
- **$150** per volume, with obligation to subscribe to all volumes in the Civil Law Collection (8 volumes) • ISBN: 9780433460594
- **$200** per volume if purchased separately
EXPAND YOUR LAW LIBRARY

Recently published and forthcoming Butterworths® titles

BUSINESS, TRADE AND COMMERCE

Canadian Agency Law
Gerald H.L. Fridman, Q.C.
This analysis will assist you to draft solid agency contracts that avert future uncertainty and conflict; to understand the role of agents in the context of corporations, partnerships, the Crown and other business structures; and much more.
$150 + GST • Approx. 250 Pages • Hardcover • May 2009 • ISBN: 9780433459101

Corporate Social Responsibility – A Legal Analysis
Michael Kerr, Richard Janda and Chip Pitts
The first comprehensive legal text on global CSR, this book examines the hard and soft laws that ground CSR to show that responsible corporate behaviour has become a matter of important legal concern for virtually every corporation.
$150 + GST • 680 pages • Hardcover • March 2009 • ISBN: 9780433451150

The Business in Transition – Making the Succession Plan Work
Stuart Bollefer and David Malach
This book explains how to effectively transfer a business in the most tax-efficient manner. The authors cover all the legal considerations of succession planning for business owners. Six appendices provide in-depth technical information and approaches, written specifically for practitioners.
$80 + GST • 336 Pages • Softcover • 2008 • ISBN: 9780433451150

Consulting Editors: Fasken Martineau DuMoulin LLP
This comprehensively updated edition includes lead-in commentary and all pertinent amendments to the statutes and regulations. Other features include schedules of fees, forms, information sheets, companies’ service standards and fees chart, concordance of the current Act to its provincial and federal equivalents, and a comprehensive, well-organized index.
$29 + GST • Approx. 850 Pages • Softcover • May 2009 • Annual • Standing Order Terms Apply
ISBN: 9780433462460

Ontario Superior Court Practice, 2009/2010 Edition
The Honourable Mr. Justice Todd Archibald, The Honourable Gordon Killeen and James C. Morton
Being counsel of record just got easier. This book is the leading, one-stop practice reference for litigators on the go.
$85 + GST • Approx. 1,750 Pages • Hardcover + CD-ROM • July 2009 • Annual
Standing Orders Terms Apply • ISBN: 9780433461135

Canadian Federal Courts Practice, 2010 Edition
The Honourable Mr. Justice Roger T. Hughes, Arthur B. Renaud and L.E. Trent Horne
This portable guide on the Federal Courts Act and rules provides section-by-section annotations of recent key decisions and updated commentary by experienced judges and practitioners.
$115 + GST • Approx. 850 Pages • Hardcover • June 2009 • Annual • Standing Order Terms Apply
ISBN: 9780433462521

CHARITIES LAW

Charities and Not-For-Profit Administration and Governance Handbook, 2nd Edition
Donald J. Bourgeois
This book provides practical and legal advice on the role of directors of charitable and not-for-profit organizations in managing operations, strategic and financial planning, management tools, managing and reducing risk, and sample policies and agreements.
$80 + GST • Approx. 256 Pages • Softcover • June 2009 • ISBN: 9780433447887

CIVIL PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE

Ontario Courtroom Procedure, 2009 Edition
Editor: The Honourable Dan S. Ferguson
The only step-by-step reference on conducting civil, criminal and family trials in both the Ontario Court of Justice and the Superior Court of Justice, this publication distils the knowledge and experience of over 100 leading judges and counsel into one comprehensive, user-friendly volume.
$150 + GST • 2,060 Pages • 2008 • Hardcover + CD-ROM • Biennial • Standing Order Terms Apply
ISBN: 9780433459934

Ontario Superior Court Practice, 2009/2010 Edition
The Honourable Mr. Justice Todd Archibald, The Honourable Gordon Killeen and James C. Morton
Being counsel of record just got easier. This book is the leading, one-stop practice reference for litigators on the go.
$85 + GST • Approx. 1,750 Pages • Hardcover + CD-ROM • July 2009 • Annual
Standing Orders Terms Apply • ISBN: 9780433461135

Canadian Federal Courts Practice, 2010 Edition
The Honourable Mr. Justice Roger T. Hughes, Arthur B. Renaud and L.E. Trent Horne
This portable guide on the Federal Courts Act and rules provides section-by-section annotations of recent key decisions and updated commentary by experienced judges and practitioners.
$115 + GST • Approx. 850 Pages • Hardcover • June 2009 • Annual • Standing Order Terms Apply
ISBN: 9780433462521
LegisPratique – Code de procédure civile annoté, édition 2009
A groundbreaking annotated Code that includes summaries of the most useful and relevant decisions, as selected by our authors, all expert practitioners.
$99 + GST • Approx. 1,500 Pages • Hardcover • May 2009 • Annual • Standing Order Terms Apply
ISBN: 9780433462255

L’injonction et les ordonnances Anton Piller, Mareva et Norwich
Danielle Ferron, Mathieu Piché-Messier and The Honourable Lawrence A. Poitras
A useful work for any Quebec trial lawyer practising in a context in which general injunction orders and Anton Piller, Mareva or Norwich injunctions or orders come into play.
$65 + GST • 325 Pages • Hardcover • February 2009 • ISBN: 9780433455059

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms after Twenty-Five Years
Joseph E. Magnet and Bernie Adell
This collection of essays, authored by some of Canada’s foremost scholars, examines the impact of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms after twenty-five years of application and debate.
$75 + GST • Approx. 400 Pages • Softcover • May 2009 • ISBN: 9780433461203

The Sacred Fire – The Legacy of Chief Justice Antonio Lamer
Adam M. Dodek and Daniel Jutras
This outstanding collection of essays by jurists, prominent academics and former clerks outlines the contributions of the late Chief Justice Antonio Lamer during an intensely turbulent era of Charter evolution and Canadian legal development.
$75 + GST • Approx. 400 Pages • Softcover • July 2009 • Standing Order Terms Apply
ISBN: 9780433460824

CONTRACTS, REMEDIES AND RESTITUTION

Canadian Contract Law, 2nd Edition
Angela Swan
This in-depth examination covers all aspects of contract law, including offer and acceptance, consideration, conditions, remedies for breach of contract, interpretation, the control of contract power, and illegality.
$275 + GST • 1,051 Pages • Hardcover • April 2009 • ISBN: 9780433460442

CRIMINAL LAW

Manning, Mewett & Sankoff on Criminal Law, 4th Edition
General Editors: Morris Manning, Q.C., Alan Mewett, Q.C., and Peter Sankoff
This book provides a substantive overview of criminal law, designed to provide everything the practitioner would need to know, including a detailed analysis of every offence in the Criminal Code and the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act.
$265 + GST • Approx. 1,200 Pages • Hardcover • July 2009 • ISBN: 9780433454328

The Practitioner’s Criminal Code, 2010 Edition
Alan D. Gold
This desktop reference is filled with the author’s insights on criminal law and procedure, noteworthy comments about interesting cases, and a clearer indication of contentious issues and possible arguments than lawyers have come to expect from any other annotated Criminal Code.
$95 + GST • Approx. 1,900 Pages • Hardcover + CD-ROM • July 2009 • Annual
Standing Order Terms Apply • ISBN: 9780433460619

Ontario Courtroom Procedure, 2009 Edition
Editor: The Honourable Dan S. Ferguson
The only step-by-step reference on conducting civil, criminal and family trials in both the Ontario Court of Justice and the Superior Court of Justice, this publication distils the knowledge and experience of over 100 leading judges and counsel into one comprehensive, user-friendly volume.
$150 + GST • 2,060 Pages • 2008 • Hardcover + CD-ROM • Bicennial
Standing Order Terms Apply • ISBN: 9780433459934

The Sentencing Code of Canada – Principles and Objectives
The Honourable Mr. Justice Gilles Renaud
This book gives you a comprehensive, near exhaustive review of Sections 718–718.21 of the Criminal Code. It also sets out the five most important steps in sentencing that the court and counsel must consider in every case.
$130 + GST • 672 Pages • Softcover • March 2009 • ISBN: 9780433458364

Canadian Extradition Law Practice, 2009 Edition
Gary Botting
This publication provides a solid understanding of the legal framework of extradition law in Canada, including an overview of current issues in evolving extradition procedure.
$120 + GST • Approx. 950 Pages • Softcover • May 2009 • ISBN: 9780433462323

Canadian Youth and the Criminal Law – One Hundred Years of Youth Legislation In Canada
Sherri Davis-Barron
This book is an in-depth examination of how the Canadian criminal justice system has dealt with young persons. The book surveys the historical roots of youth justice legislation in Canada, and discusses anticipated future reforms.
$65 + GST • Approx. 350 Pages • Softcover • July 2009 • ISBN: 9780433452003

Lee Tustin and Robert E. Lutes, Q.C.
This concise guide to the YCJA provides an overview of the youth criminal justice system in Canada and section-by-section commentary on legal and operational implications, and captures key recent developments.
$57 + GST • Approx. 350 Pages • Softcover • July 2009 • Annual • Standing Order Terms Apply
ISBN: 9780433462415
DEBTOR AND CREDITOR

Creditors’ Remedies in Ontario, 2nd Edition
Eugene Meehan, Q.C., Jennifer E. Babe, David Byers, Barbara Kincaid, Craig Mills and John Terry
By pulling together all the necessary tools Ontario practitioners need to successfully represent or defend against creditors, this book truly is a one-stop shop, offering readers expert advice, invaluable practical tools and relevant legislation.
$155 + GST • 767 Pages • Hardcover + CD-ROM • January 2009 • ISBN: 9780433455202

Eligible Financial Contracts – A Legal Analysis
Martin Marcone
This groundbreaking text is an instructive guide to the Canadian legal framework applicable to derivatives, securities, financing and related financial transactions.
$185 + GST • Approx. 324 Pages • Hardcover • June 2009 • ISBN: 9780433456216

EMPLOYMENT AND LABOUR LAW

General Editor: Ronald M. Snyder; Contributors: Michael Bendel, Beth Bilson, Q.C., Richard J. Charney, Richard Hornung, Q.C., Paula Knopf, Paul Ldon, Q.C., Ian R. Mackenzie, Michele A. Pineau, Ronald M. Snyder, John Stewart and Dr. Kenneth Wm. Thorkin
Originally written by well-respected law professor and arbitrator Earl E. Palmer, this seminal treatise remains the source for labour lawyers seeking substantive analysis of collective agreement arbitration decisions and policy.
$240 + GST • Approx. 1,000 Pages • Hardcover • June 2009 • ISBN: 9780433449225

Workers’ Compensation in British Columbia
Heather McDonald and Marguerite Mousseau
This much-anticipated publication provides, for the first time ever, a comprehensive overview of the law, policy and practice of the workers’ compensation system in British Columbia.
$195 + GST • 1 Volume • Looseleaf • Updates Billed as Issued • ISBN: 9780433453505

ENVIRONMENTAL AND RESOURCE LAW

La gestion et la responsabilité des terrains contaminés au Québec
Odette Nadon
Take advantage of the expertise of Mme Odette Nadon, who gives an analysis of each of the points concerning management of and responsibility for contaminated sites.
$59 + GST • Approx. 200 Pages • Softcover • May 2009 • ISBN: 9780433457725

EVIDENCE

The Honourable Mr. Justice Alan W. Bryant, The Honourable Mr. Justice Sidney N. Lederman and The Honourable Madam Justice Michelle Fuerst
This highly anticipated new edition of the leading treatise on the subject clearly and concisely examines the full range of pertinent evidentiary issues, with recent appellate decisions on such topics as burden and standards of proof, hearsay, character evidence, opinion evidence, exclusion of evidence, competence and compellability of witnesses, and privilege.
$295 + GST • Approx. 1,400 Pages • Hardcover • June 2009 • ISBN: 9780433456780

Expert Evidence, 2nd Edition
Glenn R. Anderson, Q.C.
Fully updated, this new edition will ease the strain of managing expert evidence. Author Glenn Anderson, of the Nova Scotia Department of Justice, describes and analyzes the law of expert evidence in Canada from both the civil and criminal perspectives.
$115 + GST • 429 Pages • Hardcover • April 2009 • ISBN: 9780433457961

FAMILY LAW

The Honourable Madam Justice Carol Huddart and Trudi L. Brown, Q.C.
This indispensable companion gives you more annotated legislation and research assistance than any other comprehensive B.C. family law resource.
$120 + GST • Approx. 1,000 Pages • Hardcover + CD-ROM • June 2009 • Annual
Standing Order Terms Apply • ISBN: 9780433456902

Ontario Family Law Practice, 2010 Edition
The Honourable Mr. Justice David Steinberg, The Honourable Mr. Justice Craig Perkins, Esther L. Lenkinski and Andrew James
More than just a collection of cases, this book offers insight and analysis from leading members of the bar and judiciary. Key developments are noted in the year-in-review summary, and legislation is fully cross-referenced for ease of use.
$125 + GST • Approx. 2,050 Pages • Hardcover + Softcover + CD-ROM • July 2009 • Annual
Standing Order Terms Apply • ISBN: 9780433460862

INSURANCE LAW

Insurance Bad Faith, 2nd Edition
Gordon G. Hilliker, Q.C.
This highly readable yet comprehensive text is a must-have for any lawyer acting for or against an insurance company.
$105 + GST • 257 Pages • Hardcover • April 2009 • ISBN: 9780433459408
Consulting Editor: Michael S. Teitelbaum
This concise guide to insurance law in Ontario is designed for insurance law practitioners, in-house counsel, and insurance companies and professionals.

$68 + GST • Approx. 725 Pages • Softcover • May 2009 • Annual • Standing Order Terms Apply
ISBN: 9780433462378

Alberta Insurance Law & Commentary, 2009 Edition
Editor: Michael J. Bailey
This annual publication contains the pertinent statutory and regulatory material with respect to insurance law in Alberta.

$80 + GST • 902 Pages • Softcover • January 2009 • Annual • Standing Order Terms Apply
ISBN: 9780433459729

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

Biotechnology IP & Ethics
E. Richard Gold and Bartha Knoppers
This indispensable guide provides practitioners context for the multiple biotechnology-related issues they face.

$85 + GST • 321 Pages • Softcover • April 2009 • ISBN: 9780433451006

The Honourable Mr. Justice Roger T. Hughes
This desktop reference for IP practitioners, agents and clerks brings together the full text of the Copyright Act and regulations, the Industrial Design Act and regulations, and the Integrated Circuit Topography Act and regulations, plus related material.

$57 + GST • Approx. 585 Pages • Softcover • June 2009 • Annual • Standing Order Terms Apply
ISBN: 9780433462613

The Honourable Mr. Justice Roger T. Hughes
This desktop reference for IP practitioners, agents and clerks brings together the full text of the current and former versions of the Patent Act (pre-Oct. 1/89 and post-Oct. 1/89) and regulations and rules, the Plant Breeders’ Rights Act and regulations, plus prescribed forms and related material.

$68 + GST • Approx. 586 Pages • Softcover • June 2009 • Annual • Standing Order Terms Apply
ISBN: 9780433462606

The Honourable Mr. Justice Roger T. Hughes
This desktop reference for IP practitioners, agents and clerks brings together the full text of the Trade-marks Act and regulations, the Olympic and Paralympic Marks Act, suggested forms and other related material.

$48 + GST • Approx. 325 Pages • Softcover • June 2009 • Annual • Standing Order Terms Apply
ISBN: 9780433462583

LEGAL PROFESSION

Canadian Legal Practice – A Guide for the 21st Century
General Editors: Adam M. Dodek and Jeffery G. Hoskins, Q.C.
This book fully updates the popular reference Barristers & Solicitors in Practice. It is a leading authority in its field and continues to be cited in court decisions.

Special Offer: $250 + GST (Regular Price: $295) • 1 Volume • Looseleaf • May 2009
Update Billed as Issued • ISBN: 9780433462392
1 Offer valid until August 31, 2009.

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY / WORKERS’ COMPENSATION

Ontario Workplace Safety and Insurance Act & Commentary, 2010 Edition
Garth Dee and Gary Newhouse
Designed for lawyers, in-house counsel, human resources professionals and workers’ advisory organizations, this book outlines the law in Ontario and procedural requirements of handling or appealing a claim.

$50 + GST • Approx. 550 Pages • Softcover • May 2009 • Annual • Standing Order Terms Apply
ISBN: 9780433462514

Workers’ Compensation in British Columbia
Heather McDonald and Marguerite Mousseau
This much-anticipated publication provides, for the first time ever, a comprehensive overview of the law, policy and practice of the workers’ compensation system in British Columbia.

$195 + GST • 1 Volume • Looseleaf • March 2009 • Updates Billed as Issued • ISBN: 9780433453505

Workplace Health & Safety Crimes, 2nd Edition
Norm Keith
This book takes you systematically through the implications of the legislation by explaining new duty to take “reasonable steps” to prevent bodily harm, providing an overview of the law of criminal negligence and much more.

$75 + GST • Approx. 260 Pages • Softcover • May 2009 • ISBN: 9780433456308

PERSONAL INJURY

The Oatley-McLeish Guide to Anatomy and Impairment
Editors: Roger G. Oatley and John A. McLeish
Written especially for lawyers in this complex field, this invaluable compendium resource features chapters by leading healthcare practitioners that explain major injury types and the resulting impairment, chapters by top personal injury lawyers on proven advocacy strategies, detailed illustrations to assist you with understanding key medical concepts, and plain language that non-medical professionals will understand.

$165 + GST • 454 Pages • Hardcover • April 2009 • ISBN: 9780433448259
John R. Carlson and Karen D.P. Carlson

This annual publication is designed for your early settlement of claims or preparation for damages assessment at trial. It simplifies the process by compiling relevant data from case law and providing pertinent information in easy-to-follow table formats.

$145 + GST • 638 Pages • Softcover • April 2009 • Annual • Standing Order Terms Apply
ISBN: 9780433462354


† First-time subscribers only. Standing order terms apply.

**PLANNING LAW**

Robert G. Doumani and Patricia A. Foran

This concise guide to the law relating to workers’ compensation in Ontario is designed for lawyers, in-house counsel, human resources professionals and workers’ advisory organizations.

$68 + GST • Approx. 505 Pages • Softcover • July 2009 • Annual • ISBN: 9780433462637

**REAL ESTATE LAW**

**Legal Responsibilities of Real Estate Agents, 2nd Edition**
Rosemary Bocska and Martin K.I. Rumack

This comprehensive resource will help real estate agents learn how to avoid costly mistakes and liability, foresee and prevent problems in a variety of transactions, deal with estate planning issues, and ensure that they receive the commissions to which they are entitled.

$45 + GST • Approx. 344 Pages • Softcover • June 2009 • ISBN: 9780433460572

**RESEARCH AND REFERENCE**

**Halsbury’s® Laws of Canada**
Various Authors

This powerful resource covers every proposition of the law. Each volume is divided into alphabetically arranged titles that make it convenient to use and allows for quick and easy research into any topic.

$135† + GST • 70 Volumes • Hardcover • Billed as Issued • ISBN: 9780433454946

† Per volume with commitment to purchase the entire 70-volume set.

**Halsbury’s® Laws of Canada – Athletics / Aviation and Space**
Timothy Tremblay and Jay Brecher

The Athletics section discusses the legal framework that supports and regulates sports and athletic activity in Canada, covering both amateur and professional sport. The Aviation and Space section examines the legal framework that governs aviation in Canada, and also provides a narrative of the law relating to the commercial and non-commercial use of space.

$135† + GST • 70 Volumes • Hardcover • Billed as Issued • ISBN: 9780433454946

† Per volume with commitment to purchase the entire 70-volume set.

**SECURITIES**

**Eligible Financial Contracts – A Legal Analysis**
Martin Marcone

This groundbreaking text is an instructive guide to the Canadian legal framework applicable to derivatives, securities, financing and related financial transactions.

$185 + GST • Approx. 324 Pages • Hardcover • June 2009 • ISBN: 9780433456216

**TAX AND ACCOUNTING LAW**

**Canadian Insurance Taxation, 3rd Edition**
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (Fred F.J. Borgmann, Jason A. Swales and Jillian Welch)

This book fulfills the need among professionals for a complete yet accessible guide to the intricacies of the insurance taxation field. The book’s 32 chapters address the full range of taxation issues specific to insurance companies and policyholders.

$145 + GST • Approx. 420 Pages • Hardcover • June 2009 • ISBN: 9780433462200

**Transfer Pricing – The Basics from a Canadian Perspective**
Dr. Jamal Hejazi

This book provides a clear, understandable, practical and strategic guide for in-house counsel, tax lawyers, accountants and economists to the essentials of transfer pricing, and from a Canadian perspective.

$95 + GST • Approx. 250 Pages • Softcover • July 2009 • ISBN: 9780433454885

**Canadian Income Tax Law, 3rd Edition**
David G. Duff, Benjamin Alarie, Kim Brooks and Lisa Philipps

This book provides an overview of the foundations of tax law and the critical cases that have shaped each component of the tax regime.

$125 + GST • Approx. 1,500 Pages • Softcover • August 2009 • ISBN: 9780433460565
The Trusted Advisor’s Survival Kit
Lead Author: Peter J. Merrick
This definitive resource shows the step-by-step process of how to effectively preserve and distribute wealth. It is created for the innovative and proactive professional—accountants, lawyers, financial planners, HR professionals, trust and estate planners, investment advisors, insurance agents, management consultants and investment bankers.
$125 + GST • Approx. 850 Pages • Softcover • July 2009 • ISBN: 9780433459750

INTERNATIONAL PRINT TITLES

UNITED KINGDOM

The Honourable Mr Justice K.R. Handley, Judge of the Court of Appeal of New South Wales
This is the most authoritative and comprehensive book available on the limitations imposed by the doctrine of Res Judicata. First published in the 1920s, this frequently cited work ensures readers understand how the doctrine of Res Judicata is enforced and also how it does not apply.
$388 + GST • Hardcover • July 2009 • LexisNexis U.K. • ISBN: 9781405726733

Lester, Pannick & Herberg – Human Rights Law and Practice, 3rd Edition
Lord Lester, Q.C., Lord Pannick Q.C., and Javan Herberg, Blackstone Chambers
The new edition treats issues arising under the Human Rights Act comprehensively, including freedom of expression, conscience and belief, freedom of assembly and association, protection against torture and inhuman or degrading treatment of punishment, as well as fair trial.
$458 + GST • Hardcover • March 2009 • LexisNexis U.K. • ISBN: 9781405736862

Canadian Tort Law – Cases, Notes & Materials, 13th Edition
The Honourable Mr Justice Allen M. Linden, Lewis N. Klar, Q.C., and Bruce Feldthusen
This book offers a probing analysis of basic concepts and an examination of the everyday human problems that this area of law addresses.
$125 + GST • 861 Pages • Softcover • April 2009 • ISBN: 9780433459569

Critical Torts
Editors: Sandra Rodgers, Rahki Ruparelia and Louise Bélanger-Hardy
This collection of essays brings a critical appraisal to Canadian tort law. The authors each consider the role of tort law in encouraging, supporting and fostering social justice and in achieving change.
$80 + GST • 410 Pages • Softcover • February 2009 • ISBN: 978043345705

TORT LAW

Economic Interests in Canadian Tort Law
Joost Blom, Q.C. and Peter Burns, Q.C.
This treatise looks at how the law protects purely economic interests from being injured through the acts of others. The concept “economic torts,” as discussed in this work, is not confined to those intentional torts that deal mainly or exclusively with economic injury. Rather, it also extends to the tort of negligence so far as it applies to pure economic loss, as well as to causes of action that have been more commonly identified as quasi-tort in professional and commercial settings.
$165 + GST • Approx. 387 Pages • Hardcover • July 2009 • ISBN: 9780433391876

Canadian Tort Law – Cases, Notes & Materials, 13th Edition
The Honourable Mr. Justice Allen M. Linden, Lewis N. Klar, Q.C., and Bruce Feldthuse
This book offers a probing analysis of basic concepts and an examination of the everyday human problems that this area of law addresses.
$125 + GST • 861 Pages • Softcover • April 2009 • ISBN: 9780433459569

Critical Torts
Editors: Sandra Rodgers, Rahki Ruparelia and Louise Bélanger-Hardy
This collection of essays brings a critical appraisal to Canadian tort law. The authors each consider the role of tort law in encouraging, supporting and fostering social justice and in achieving change.
$80 + GST • 410 Pages • Softcover • February 2009 • ISBN: 978043345705

International Accounting Standards Board
As well as containing every standard, this indispensable reference contains all the IASB-issued supporting documents—application guidance, illustrative examples, implementation guidance, basis for conclusions and dissenting opinions up to December 31, 2008.
$120 + GST • Approx. 2,855 Pages • Softcover • March 2009 • LexisNexis U.K. • ISBN: 9781905590902

Williams on Wills, 9th Edition
Editors: C.H. Sherrin, R.F.D Barlow, R.A. Wallington, Susannah L. Meadway and Michael Waterworth
This book covers every aspect of the modern law of wills and is considered to be the definitive practitioner textbook on this area of the law. This edition contains an extensive collection of precedents, both of complete wills and of separate clauses used in wills.
$977 + GST • 2 Volumes • Hardcover • 2008 • LexisNexis U.K. • ISBN: 9781405725835

Statutory Interpretation, 5th Edition
Francis A.R. Bennion
This book is the leading work on the interpretation of legislation and essential reading for all those who practise law, whether drafting legislation, administering it, advising on it or arguing it in court.
$661 + GST • Hardcover • 2008 • LexisNexis U.K. • ISBN: 9781405718684
Words and Phrases Legally Defined, 4th Edition
Editor: John B. Saunders
This book enables the practitioner to have, at all times, the precise meaning of a particular word or phrase. Definitions are taken from the Acts of Parliament, Halsbury’s Laws of England, leading textbooks and verbatim judgments from all over the Commonwealth.
$787 + GST • 2 Volumes • Hardcover + Supplement • 2007 • Annual • Standing Order Terms Apply

Underhill & Hayton – Law Relating to Trustees, 17th Edition
The Honourable Mr. Justice David J. Hayton, Paul Matthews and Charles Mitchell
This major work provides practitioners with an incisive examination of the many important developments in laws relating to trusts and trustees that have taken place since the last edition in 2002, as well as forecasts of likely developments in the future.
$777 + GST • Approx. 1,100 Pages • Hardcover • 2006 • LexisNexis U.K. • ISBN: 9781405708630

UNITED STATES

Warren’s Forms of Agreements – Fern’s Desk Edition
Martin D. Fern
This single-volume publication contains the most frequently needed business contracts and related forms. It is comprehensively updated once annually and covers the following subjects: business entity formation and governance, including those for corporations, partnerships and LLCs; purchases and sales of businesses, including purchase of assets and stock; real property transactions, including sales, leases and property management; personal property transactions; and intellectual property transactions.
$507 + GST • 1 Volume • Looseleaf • Updates Billed as Issued • LexisNexis Matthew Bender
ISBN: 9780820517711

Warren’s Forms of Agreements
Martin D. Fern
This 8-volume set consists of numerous well-defined, well-prefaced forms covering nearly every transaction that a lawyer will encounter in a business practice. The set serves as both a legal reference resource and a valuable drafting tool.
$2,064 + GST • 8 Volumes • Looseleaf • Updates Billed as Issued • LexisNexis Matthew Bender
ISBN: 9780820517704

Tax Havens of the World
Walter H. Diamond and Dorothy B. Diamond
This publication examines tax havens in more than 70 areas around the world and rates each on the basis of 30 vital features. Tax reform pitfalls are also analyzed.
$844 + GST • 3 Volumes • Looseleaf • Annual Subscription • LexisNexis Matthew Bender
ISBN: 9780820517223

Milgrim on Licensing
Roger M. Milgrim
A complete guide to intellectual property licensing transactions. The set covers licensing in all substantive areas of intellectual property, and provides practical guidance on drafting individual clauses and complete agreements. Also available on CD-ROM.
$975 + GST • 4 Volumes • Looseleaf • Updates Billed as Issued • LexisNexis Matthew Bender
ISBN: 9780820517438

Nimmer on Copyright
David Nimmer
This easy-to-follow treatise brings you the most incisive discussions on the protection of the expression of ideas. The collection of forms helps you navigate through U.S. Copyright Office practice, and provides you with examples of state-of-the-art agreements and outstanding litigation forms. Also available on CD-ROM.
$2,688 + GST • 11 Volumes • Looseleaf • Annual Subscription • LexisNexis Matthew Bender
ISBN: 9780820514659

Chisum on Patents
Donald S. Chisum
This book provides the practitioner with all of the information required to procure and protect patentable inventions. It is a comprehensive resource covering all of the various areas of U.S. patent law, including validity, infringement and significant precedents as determined by case law and amended statutes.
$4,826 + GST • 26 Volumes • Looseleaf • Annual Subscription • LexisNexis Matthew Bender
ISBN: 9780820515250

Collier on Bankruptcy Taxation
Myron M. Sheinfeld, Fred T. Witt, Jr., Milton B. Hyman;
Reviewing Editor: Carl M. Jenks; Collier Editors-in-Chief: Alan N. Resnick and Henry J. Sommer, and Carl M. Jenks
This dynamic one-volume resource presents thorough, authoritative discussion of the many tax issues arising in, and in relation to, a bankruptcy case. It provides practical, hands-on guidance, including a step-by-step outline of bankruptcy procedures; detailed discussion of the substantive and procedural aspects of litigation with the IRS in bankruptcy court; expert analysis of applicable law and on-point cases; and more.
$476 + GST • 1 Volume • Looseleaf • LexisNexis Matthew Bender • ISBN: 9780820521497

Manual of Oil and Gas Terms, 13th Edition
Originally by Howard R. Williams and the late Charles J. Meyers; Revisions by Patrick H. Martin and Bruce M. Kramer
A handy desk reference, this book defines the words and phrases most useful to lawyers, landmen, accountants, investors in oil and gas properties, students and others in the great variety of occupations in the industry.
$171 + GST • Softcover • 2006 • LexisNexis Matthew Bender • ISBN: 9781422407974
Cross-Examination – Science and Techniques, 2nd Edition
Larry S. Pozner and Roger J. Dodd

In this second edition, two high-profile litigators—Larry Pozner, past president of the National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers, and Roger Dodd, board certified by the National Board of Trial Advocacy in both civil and criminal trial practice—continue their outstanding tradition of helping litigators conduct commanding cross-examinations.
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LITIGATION SERVICES
Win More—We’ve got your litigation department covered

From early case assessment and analysis to electronic document processing and discovery, LexisNexis has the tools to ensure optimum efficiency and performance of your litigation department throughout the litigation life cycle.

With the combined strength of LAW PreDiscovery™ electronic discovery and imaging software to scan, process, deduplicate and cull paper and electronic files; Concordance® litigation document management software to review, code and produce paper and electronic files for discovery; and CaseMap® case analysis software to efficiently manage and analyze critical case information, LexisNexis now offers productivity tools for the entire litigation life cycle—including end-to-end e-discovery.

We have all the pieces your litigation department needs to maximize efficiency, control discovery costs and expand the litigation team’s knowledge of critical case facts and issues. Let LexisNexis be your essential litigation services partner—giving your litigation team members what they need to win more even in this difficult economic climate.

For more information on what we can do for your firm, contact us at litigationservices@lexisnexis.ca or 1-800-668-6481.

SEnD To CASEMAp® FEAtuRE ON qUICkLAW™

Helps you integrate your research with the case analysis process

The Send to CaseMap feature on the Quicklaw service is as easy as “1-2-3,” and you can send pertinent cases and legislation from Quicklaw to CaseMap® case analysis software. Now the benefits of LexisNexis® CaseMap® are conveniently integrated with your research workflow:

- **Organize** — Identify and link facts, parties, Quicklaw research and legal issues in each case, and store them in specialized relational CaseMap spreadsheets for ready access—no more rummaging through piles of paper.
- **Analyze** — Through flexible filtering, CaseMap enables you to see how any person, fact or issue relates to all the other elements of your case. This helps your team see the big picture while revealing vital links in case information that might otherwise go undiscovered.
• **Evaluate** — By quickly seeing how facts and prior cases affect your key issues, CaseMap can help you evaluate a case’s strengths and weaknesses as you consider settlement or trial.

• **Present** — Dramatically reduce time and effort to produce reports, lists and motions for summary judgment.
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**PCLAW™**

Used by more than 9,000 law firms in Canada

PCLaw™ billing and accounting software is the most widely used law firm back-office management system in North America. PCLaw 9.3 includes these new features:

• NEW “Know Your Client” functionality helps firms comply with the client identification and verification rules
• Integrated payroll powered by ADP Canada
• Integrated credit card processing powered by PPI (Payment Processing Incorporated)
• Bill Flow Manager to help you expedite and centrally manage billing
• Simplified bank reconciliation
• Law firm productivity reporting is easier with new sorting and filtering options
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**BILL BACK YOUR RESEARCH COSTS**

Import your Quicklaw charges to PCLaw

PCLaw 9.3 offers you the ability to import charges accumulated from Quicklaw searches. Law firms can download their research activity from the LexisNexis® PowerInvoice™ service into PCLaw and bill back the research costs to their clients.
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**HOTDOCS®—NEW VERSION**

Transform any word-processor file into an interactive template

LexisNexis® HotDocs® software, the proven market-leading solution for document automation, continues to provide innovative improvements. HotDocs® 2009 offers these enhancements and new features:

• Fillable PDFs — Easily convert fillable PDFs into HotDocs templates, retaining all fillable fields, and then save the assembled PDF documents as fillable PDFs.
• Insert Images — Add images to a template with ease.
• Gather Repeated Information — Navigate repeated dialogs more easily with the new Add Another button.
• International Language Support — Create templates, interviews and answers using international characters.
• XML Format — Save component files, library files and answer files in XML format for easier integration and compatibility.
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**TIME MATTERS® SERVICE RELEASE 3 NOW AVAILABLE**

Manage your firm’s information and activities with award-winning software

Time Matters® practice management software is the legal profession’s most widely used practice management software. The tools in LexisNexis® Time Matters® 9 are scalable, streamlined, intuitive, flexible and robust—and they come with an updated interface. Enhancements include:

• Improved mobility with BlackBerry®, Windows Mobile® and iPhone™ mobile devices
• Stronger Outlook® email and calendar integration
• Enhanced integration with PCLaw billing and accounting software
• Increased functionality, optimized performance and more!
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